Student Council Motion

**Date of Meeting:** Wednesday 5th February

**Paper:** SC-8.4 Campus Accommodation Prices

**Proposer:** Paul Dosunmu

**What issue is your proposal going to address?**

On Campus accommodation fees freeze

- It seems to be that the price of on campus accommodation has been increasing yearly.
- Finances is an important aspect of student lives and potentially addressing such an issue is likely to be beneficial for on campus residents for the coming years.
- I would like to propose a potential fees freeze on both campuses for the next 3 years (Negotiable)

**How does this impact students here at Herts?**

Students will have an increases disposable income which is a pre-requisite for a decent standard of living (Food, travel, etc)

**What would you like the SU to do?**

Potentially lobby for this kind of idea... to take practical steps in addressing the student challenges surrounding finances.. this is also likely to be impactive of an mental wellbeing level.